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B Physics experiments at LHC
LHC
 √s = 14TeV (startup 7 TeV ); bunch crossing rate, 40MHz
 Copious bb production, σ=500μb @ 14TeV
ATLAS, CMS: multi-purpose experiments  
 High luminosity, up to 10³⁴ cm-2s-1
large coverage of trackers |η|<2.5
LHCb: dedicated to B Physics
 Reduced luminosity, 2*10³² cm-2s-1, 1.9 < η <4.9
ATLAS CMS
LHCb
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Trigger strategy for B Physics
ATLAS (40MHz → 200 Hz )
Single muon or di-muon triggers for B decay channels  B  J/→ (ψ  μ⁺μ­)X 
 Hardware based L1: low pT muons triggers (e.g. pT >4GeV )
 Software HLT(L2+Event Filter): full event reconstruction
CMS (40MHz → 200 Hz)
 Dedicated trigger for B decays: 
 Hardware L1: di-muon, single muon trigger at low luminosity (e.g. pT >3GeV)
 Software HLT(L2&L3): full event reconstruction 
LHCb (40MHz → 2kHz)




 Software trigger (HLT1 & HLT2): tracks with high pT and/or large impact 
parameter, full event reconstruction
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Common interests on B Physics
Detector performance study using well understood B-decays
Measurements of production cross sections for B-hadrons and onia (J/ψ, Υ)
Studies of properties of B hadron family (B+, B0, Bs, Bc,  Λb...) 
Precise measurements of weak B-hadron decays to search for BSM CP 
violating effects
Searches for rare B-decays (e.g. Bs → μμ) 
time
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Production cross section and properties of B+ 
B+ → J/ψK+ channel can be observed during the initial luminosity phase
 Reference channel for other rare B decays
 Estimate systematic uncertainties and flavour tagging efficiency 
 Mass and lifetime will be used for detector performance studies
ATLAS: study with fully simulated inclusive bb decay sample for 10 pb -1 
@14TeV
 Di-muon trigger, μ6μ4
 Total and differential production cross section
 Lifetime measurement
CMS:  study with fully simulated MC samples for 10 pb -1 @10TeV
 Di-muon trigger, pT>3GeV
 Differential cross section
 Lifetime ratio for exclusive decays of B+ and B0
 LHCb: flavour tagging calibration 
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Cross section and lifetime of B+ J/→ ψK+ 
Differential and total production cross section
 Offline apply a cut of proper decay length (λ=c*τ) to reject  prompt J/ψ background
 Mass fit. Retrieve differential efficiency by separate fits in 4 pTB regions (pTB>10GeV)
 Statistical uncertainty: total x-sec <5%, differential x-sec ~10% 
Systematic uncertainty is dominated by luminosity and branching ratio
Lifetime measurement
Remove λ cut, two bkg components
Proper decay time error distribution is included. 
Perform a simultaneous fit to proper decay time and mass
ATLAS ATLAS ATLAS
Signal 1.637 ± 0.036 ps
M = 5279.3  ± 1.1MeV
σ = 42.2  ± 1.3MeV 
σ(τ) = 0.088ps
 10pb­1
Mass Proper time (ns) lifetime resolution (ns)
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B+ J/→ ψK+ and B0 J/→ ψK*0
Lifetime ratio between  B+ → J/ψK+ and B0 → J/ψK*0
 Two-dimensional fit to mass and proper decay length  (pTB>9GeV)
 Lifetime ratio
Differential cross-section measurement
 Separate fits in various pTB range  using fixed lifetime
 Statistical uncertainty ~10%. 
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Flavour tagging calibration with B+ J/→ ψK+ 
Opposite-side control channel for tagging Bs → J/ψφ
Events are required to pass L0 trigger and cover the same phase space as 
Bs → J/ψφ
 Total efficiency ~ 2.6% 
 annual event yield (2fb-1) ~ 1250K
Combination of  the performance for opposite side taggers
M = 5279.3  ± 1.1MeV
σ = 42.2  ± 1.3MeV 
 10pb­1
Dε 2(OS) ~ 3.4 ± 0.1%, compatible among the three channels
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Properties of Bs and Bd
ATLAS: 
 Long term: achieve world precise measurement
 Early stage: a simultaneous fit for mass and lifetime, enable sensitive tests of the 
tracking system
 Bs → J/ψΦ   150 pb-1
 Bd → J/ψK * ⁰ 10 pb-1 
CMS:
 Measure differences of widths and masses of the two weak eigenstates with 
untagged  Bs → J/ψΦ for 1.3fb-1
LHCb:
 B lifetime measurement for early detector calibration studies and tests of 
theoretical models. Particular interest: lifetime differences in the Bs system
 A lifetime fit method taking into account the trigger acceptance has been studied 
with B
d
 → D-(π-π-K+)π , world average precision is expected at ⁺ 2fb-1
ATLAS: 
 Long term: achieve world precious measurement
 Early stage: a simultaneous fit for mass and lifetime, enable sensitive tests of the 
understanding of tracking system, secondary vertex cuts not applied 
 Bs → J/ψΦ   150 pb-1
 Bd → J/ψK * ⁰ 10 pb-1 
Topological identical as Bs → J/ψΦ with 15 times higher statistics
Primary background and control sample
Flavour tagging calibration
CMS:
 Benchmark channel Bs → J/ψΦ: differences of widths and masses of the two 
weak eigenstates  1fb-1
LHCb:
 B Lifetime measurement for early detector calibration studies and tests of 
theoretical models. Particular interest: lifetime differences in the Bs system
 A lifetime fit method taking into account lifetime bias from the trigger is studied 
with B
d
 → D-(π-π-K+)π , world average precision is expected at ⁺ 2fb-1
See talk from Alastair Dewhurst “Bs → J/ψΦ with ATLAS/CMS”







 CP asymmetry study:  
Theoretically clean extraction of the CKM angle γ
Benchmark comparison for other channels sensitive to New Physics
 Lifetime measurement: detector calibration and constraint for theoretical models
Offline reconstruction of B0d → D+(K-π+π+)π-
A robust algorithm has been developed to optimize selection with different concerns
 “high yield” selection :  1.34M ± 80k fully triggered events for 2fb-1 with S/B 4.6 ± 1.4





time resolution (rec-true) [fs]
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Lifetime fit in trigger biased channel B0d → D­π⁺ 
The hadronic channels suffer from the lifetime acceptance bias introduced by the 
software trigger (cuts on impact parameter and pT).
A Monte Carlo independent fitting is developed for measuring lifetime including trigger 
acceptance function.
Signal ( B0d → D-π⁺) combined with background (bb inclusive) fit shows no significant 
degradation in statistical uncertainty.   





S/B~3 under the mass peak
LHCb LHCb
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Bc property measurement at LHC
Bound state of different heavy quarks with explicit flavour and decays 
weakly. Unique candidate for investigating heavy quark dynamics.
Many theoretical models have provided the calculations on the mass and 
lifetime (Non-relativistic potential models, pQCD, lattice QCD, etc.)
 Mass,  6.2 – 6.4 GeV , with large uncertainties.
 Lifetime, 0.4 -0.8 ps
LHC will produce large statistics of ground and excited Bc states. 
Br(b → Bc) ~ 10-3 
 ATLAS, CMS and LHCb all plan to measure Bc property with the first fb-1 data
 Hadronic decay  Bc → J/ψπ is most promising, minimize dependence 
upon calorimeter absolute calibration in the early data-taking    
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Mass and lifetime measurement of Bc
LHCb detector capability
 Tracking:  δp/p ~0.35%-0.55%
 Primary Vertex (PV): σPV ~ 10 μm in x-y, 
                                  σPV ~  60 μm in z 
 Impact parameter w.r.t. PV:  σd(PV) ~1/pT
 Muon system: ε(μ → μ) ~ 94%, ε(π → μ ) ~ 3%
Event Selection
 Fully simulated signal sample ; 
Toy MC backgrounds: b →J/ψX , inclusive J/ψ(μ+μ-), inclusive bb 
 Total efficiency including trigger, (1.01± 0.02)%
 In the region M(Bc)±80MeV, B/S: 1~2 (90%CL)
 Assume σ(Bc+)~0.4μb, BR( Bc+ → J/ψπ+) ~1.3*10-3, Nsig ~ 310 with 1fb-1
Mass fit
 Unbinned maximum likelihood, 6399.6 ± 1.7(stat.) MeV, σ(m) ~ 17MeV 
(input: 6400 MeV)
LHCb
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Mass and lifetime measurement of Bc
Lifetime is extracted by a combined mass-lifetime fit. 
 To reduce dependency on pT(Bc), event selection is re-optimized in intervals 5-
12GeV and beyond
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Mass and lifetime measurement of Bc
Estimate production cross section after kinematic cuts ~1.78 pb. 
After offline selections, number of Bc and background events for 1 fb-1 : 
Mass and lifetime fitting 
 Gaussian fit provides a mass of 6406 MeV, σ(m) ~ 22MeV
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Prospects of Bc study in ATLAS
In ATLAS, production of Bc is estimated as σ(Bc) ~ 0.8 μb and BR( Bc+ → 
J/ψπ+) is predicted as 1.3*10-3
Precision reconstruction of Bc ground and excited states can be used to 
constrain strong potential models.
 Early stage (1fb-1), retrieve the mass from ground state hadronic decay
 Long term, extract mass difference between excited and ground states. Expected 
Δm is ~ 600 MeV, possible channels:
Lifetime measurement of ground state 






11 S 0  J /ψ+π
 μμ−π
600 MeV
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Λb Physics at  LHC
Physics potential of Λb
 Direct CP symmetry from Λb and Λb
 Time Reversal violation from semi-leptonic decays or hadronic decays
 Large polarization will reveal new effects of existing theory or new physics 
 Other SM probes: weak radiative decay, lifetime measurement
Measuring polarization in ATLAS
 Expect 13000  Λb  →  J/Ψ(μ+μ-)Λ(pπ-) events with 30 fb-1
 Di-muon trigger
CP and T violations with Λb  →  J/Ψ(μ+μ-)Λ(pπ-)  in LHCb
 Estimated annual yield of selected signal is ~19380 (2fb-1)
 Trigger: requires J/Ψ from beauty hadron, “B → J/Ψ X”  
Common branching ratio assumed 
Br(Λb     J/  ) ~ 4.7*10→ ΨΛ ­4
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Polarization of Λb baryon
Theoretical motivation
 QCD calculation: b quark polarization is small.
Only depends on αs, xQ= mQ/pQ and scattering angle
 Large Λ polarisations have been observed at several hundred GeV. 
A significant  Λb polarization could be the sign for new physics
 Compare αΛb parameter with HQET predictions and provide constraints to theory
 
Monte Carlo Λb →  J/Ψ(μ+μ-)Λ(pπ-)
 Full simulated sample with P = -25%   
 Measurement through full decay angular distribution
(θ, θ1, θ2, φ1, φ2)
 Polarization P
 Decay asymmetry parameter αΛb from complex helicity amplitudes 
|a+|, |a-|, |b+|, α+-β-, α--β-, α+-β-
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Polarization of Λb baryon
Offline selection of Λb →  J/Ψ(μ+μ-)Λ(pπ-)
 Overall eff. (incl. trigger) ~6.1 % 
 A cut of proper transverse decay length reduces prompt J/ψ
 Other possible backgrounds bb → J/ΨΛX and Λb →  J/ΨΣ(Λγ) are expected to be small
Extract polarization and decay parameters 
 Un-binned maximum likelihood fit to the angular distributions 
 Detector acceptance corrections are computed from MC samples
With polarization ~25%, measurement with a few percent statistical uncertainty is 
affirmative.
 30fb­1
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Offline selection of Λb →  J/Ψ(μ+μ-)Λ(pπ-)
 Overall efficiency reaches 0.57 % with MC samples
 Dominant background is taken from bb pair events, B/S is around 0.4 (90% CL) 
in the worst case scenario. 
Direct CP asymmetry is measured from numbers of  observed Λb and Λb
 Systematic errors κ ~ (0.958 ± 0.012)%
 Hadronisation probability difference between Λb and Λb 
 Different Λ  and Λ  absorptions by the detector matter⁰ ⁰
 Proton and antiproton non-interaction probability
 Expected CP asymmetry is weak (10−⁴), a limit of 1.6% can be achieved for 








T violation is investigated by constructing T-odd observables in decay 
products
 In  Λb → J/ψΛ, T-odd observables are chosen as the cosine and sine of the nΛ0 
azimuthal angle in the Λb transversity frame
 AS(cosΦ(nΛ0)), AS(sinΦ(nΛ0)) strongly depend on the polarization density matrix.
 After 2 fb-1, polarization > 50% could be confirmed; 
From 10fb-1, asymmetry could be reached > 1% , crucial proof for a direct test.












Other b baryons: Ξ-b , Ξ0b , Ω-b  
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Backup Slides
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Trigger strategy for B Physics
ATLAS trigger system
Trigger for most of the interested B decay channels B  J/→ (ψ  μ⁺μ­)X:
L1 triggers low pT muons(e.g. pT >4GeV ), two approaches at L2 for di-muon trigger :
 Topological di-muon trigger (main B­physics data taking phase )
two muons identified by L1 with separate ROIs; combined at L2 with 
invariant mass cut
 TrigDiMuon (early stage)
a single muon from L1; search for another one at L2 within a larger cone;
mass cut; combined tracks from Inner Detector and Muon Spectrometer 
Topo. 2 ROIs
TrigDiMuon, 1 wider ROI
Level 1 Trigger
Hardware based
Identify region of interest (ROI)
40 MHz → 75KHz
High Level Trigger(L2  & Event Filter)
Software based
Confirm and further selection with L1 ROI
75 KHz → 200 Hz  
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Measurement with B+ J/→ ψK+ and B0 J/→ ψK*0 (10 pb­1)
Mass - Proper decay length fit within full pTB spectrum (>9GeV)  of B+ → J/ψK+ 
and B0 → J/ψK*0
B+
B0
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Reconstruction of the channel B0d → D+π­ 
Background components after selections
“high yield”: Invariant mass of signal events with bb backgound after offline selection
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Polarization of Λb baryon
Statistical uncertainly on P and αΛb as a function of P 
Expected correlation between P and αΛb
 30fb­1
